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I NTRDDUCTIDN
This thesis will seek to answer the often perplexing question: "How should I eat in
order to lose weight and feel better?" Is your goal to lose 10 pounds? Is your goal to
lose 100 pounds? Or is your goal simply to live a healthy, pain-free lifestyle? In this
paper 1 will examine two of the most popular diets today, The South Beach Diet and
The Atkins Diet. I will compare these two diets to another diet known as The
Metabolic Typing Diet. I will also explore the psychological impact of positive thinking

and goals setting. Ultimately, I will be trying to determine if there is a program out there
that will work for everyone.
THE PROBLEM TDDA Y

With so much conflicting information available in the media how can Americans
decode fact from fiction? An important issue that needs to be examined carefully is the
validity of the research that we read. Shockingly, a recent article published in The
Ecologist Magazine showed that out of the 1500 scientists that work in the Food and

Manufacturing industry, only 75 of them are independently funded. (Chek, 2003) This
means that fully 95% of the research presented in magazines, newspapers, and
television has been paid for by the very companies trying to sell you their product. For
example, if you see a commercial on television marketing milk as "the best source of
calcium," the company that has produced this research has been bought and paid for by
TG Lee. I'll describe the research I've found and the real truth about milk in a later
chapter.

..
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With this significant finding in mind, it has become much clearer to me how
contradictory, ambiguous information about the food we buy and consume has become
such commonplace in our society.
I've had many clients express how shocked they were after being educated
about the many health dangers of certain foods they had been eating including:
commercially processed foods, pasteurized dairy products, and other so called "health"
foods. One client who I interviewed, Pam, age 47 proclaims that, "After learning all of

the intricacies about food quality, it's amazing how much better the food tastes when it
is whole, non processed, and real! I used to always buy the 2 % or the skim milk
thinking it was better for me. I was absolutely shocked to learn how awful these items
actually were. I now enjoy real food that tastes great and that fills me up. I'm not
craving sweets all the time and I no longer get hungry throughout the day. "
After talking with many other individuals and clients about this topic, I have concluded
that one of the biggest problems today with diets is the severe lack of true, unbiased
information about the quality of foods we are eating.
The second and perhaps even bigger problem with diets today can be explained
by the lack of motivation , negative thinking, uncertainty, and vagueness about one's
goals and desires. First and foremost, when making a decision about which program is
right for you, it is extremely important to set clear, written goals. This is the first and
most critical step when making any dietary or lifestyle change. The famous author and
speaker Earl Nightingale discovered what he termed "positive expectancy," which
means if you expect to receive positive outcomes in your life, you are probably right.
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Similarly, if you expect to fail , then you will also be correct. (Nightingale, 2000) The
decision is yours!
Personally, I don't like failing at anything. I believe that you become what you
think about. Thus, I believe that we should choose our thoughts very carefully.
Thinking positively and setting clear, written goals for the future is a powerful first step to
accomplishing anything in life. I've witness amazing changes in many client's attitudes,
body shapes, and overall happiness in as little as one week.
HOW

THIS BECAME IMPORTANT To ME

As a personal trainer working in the health and fitness industry for almost three
years, I too have been baffled by the amount of diverse information in the media and by
questions that I have been asked. In my first year being involved in the health & fitness
industry, I became so focused on designing exercise programs that I didn't have time to
study or understand nutrition beyond what I saw on television or read in the newspaper.
My clients often asked me what I thought he/she should do about diet. I was frequently
asked questions like, "What do you think about low carb diets? Should I stop eating
fats? What about the Atkins Diet or the South Beach Diet? How many meals should I
be eating each day?" The more questions I was asked, the more curious I became
about ascertaining the correct answers for myself and for my clients.
After initially attempting to get some answers, I quickly became frustrated and felt
as though there was so much inconsistent information floating around that I could never
be confident about the information I learned and the advice I would be offering. This
became an even bigger problem, once I realized how important proper nutrition and
lifestyle factors are in achieving optimal health and fitness goals. I suppose I always
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knew the importance of healthy eating; however after attending a nutrition related
seminar with Paul Chek, a holistic health practitioner, in February of 2004, I was
shocked by what I learned.
Since attending this seminar, I've dedicated many, many hours of my personal
time and energy reading books written by Paul Chek, Dr. Roger Williams, William
Wolcott, as well as many other leaders in the field . I've attended advanced training
seminars given by many of these individuals and have received Professional
Certification and Memberships with several well known organizations such as the
C.H.E.K. Institute, the Weston A. Price Foundation, Healthexcel, and the PricePottenger Foundation. For a full listing of these credentials, please visit my website
www.realhealthinc.org . I have also communicated personally with many of the wellrespected Practitioners and Educators in the field of nutrition. Through these
interactions, I have heard countless stories about the incredible results received by their
patients and clients. I will be sharing this invaluable information throughout this thesis.
Although I am constantly in a state of learning new information, I now practice
and teach all of the principles that will be discussed in this paper. I have found this
information and advice to be extremely accurate, true, and effective for those who have
taken the time and effort to embrace them.
In an effort to be as complete and wide-ranging with my research as possible, I
will cover the most important topics that are essential for achieving optimal health and
well-being. A summary of these topics is listed in the next section. I will also offer a
comparative breakdown between the 3 diets that I will be examining as well as provide
references on where more information about the discussed topics can be found. In

addition, 1will discuss perhaps the most important, yet most frequently overlooked
factor of modern diets, which is the tremendous influence that our emotions have on our
food choices and decision-making process.
WHAT I S

M~TABDLIC TYPING?

Although most people have heard of the Atkins Diet and the South Beach Diet,
Metabolic Typing has not received near the amount of publicity or media hype. So what
is Metabolic Typing? Metabolic Typing is a system that identifies an individual's
genetically based nutrition and dietary requirements. This diet is based on the concept
that no one diet is right for everyone, and to achieve optimal health you must determine
what is right for you. In other words, Metabolic Typing claims that dietary solutions
need to be tailored to individuals because what works for one person may have no
effect on another person, and may make a third person worse .
Metabolic Typing is based on a series of questionnaires (see Appendix A) that
will categorize you as Protein type (requiring 40% protein, 30% fat, 30% carbs), Carb
Type (requiring 60% carbs, 25% protein, 15% fat), or Mixed Type (requiring 50% carbs,
30% protein, 20% fats). These ratios are suggested for each meal. Abiding by these

guidelines (as well as others that will be discussed later) The Metabolic Typing program
declares to direct you towards the diet plan and macronutrient proportion that is right for
your body. In addition, the results you receive after taking the test provides an actual
food list that will be ideal for your unique body type.
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OVERVIEW

In the chapters ahead, I will break down the three diets in detail, as well as
compare and contrast the success stories of patients that have used these programs.
will also share my own experience working with these programs as well as the stories
and insights I have received from over 300 clients, both male and female. We will also
review the major similarities and differences between the three diets, as well as discuss
the following vital components of nutrition:
1.) Organic vs. commercially raised foods
2.) The health dangers of consuming processed sugar
3.) Processed foods
4.) Dairy products
5.) Food intolerances
6.) Fish and mercury contamination
7.) The essential role of fats and oils
8.) How much water to drink
9.) Microwave ovens
10) Psychological & Emotional Factors

Many of these topics are discussed in detail in the book The Metabolic Typing Diet,
and not much at all in The South Beach Diet or The Atkins Diet. I will then summarize
the information and research as well as make suggestions on how you can determine
which diet plan is right for you. We will begin by analyzing the three diet programs.
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CHAPTER

1: THE ATKINS DIET

The Atkins Essentials (2004) describes The Atkins Diet as a 2-week program to
jump-start your low carb lifestyle. With 4 phases to Atkins, the goal is to improve the
dieter's blood pressure, decrease your chances of heart disease, prevent/control
diabetes, lower your cholesterol, and improve your overall health. The dieter does not
need to count calories, only carbohydrates. Most people see a drop in their weight in
the first 2 weeks on the diet. I can verify this after having many clients tell me how great
they felt after the first 2 weeks. Their problems usually did not surface until the third or
forth week on the program. My client, Karen, said how limited she felt with her food
choices while on Atkins. Judging from the feedback I've received from clients, this has
been the chief complaint while trying to follow the Atkins program .
The Atkins Essentials book has a nutrition & lifestyle questionnaire. Like the
South Beach Diet, Atkins says to eat the good fats, which are the ones loaded with
Omega 3 and Omega 6. The program suggests avoiding transfats. Atkins followers
control the number of grams of healthy carbs they eat, while making proteins and fats
the centerpieces of their diets in the initial weight-loss phases. I agree with this
philosophy for some people. The majority of people I've spoken with that have done
well on the Atkins were those who thrived on high fat, high protein diets, which makes
up about one third of the population. (Chek, 2003)
The Atkins Diet may make sense if the dieter's ancestors were Eskimos or any
other tribe that ate predominately meat in their primitive environment. The people who
usually fail on Atkins are those coming from a different background such as an
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environment like South Africa, whose people thrived on 70-80% carbohydrates and very
limited proteins and fats. This will be discussed in greater detail in the chapter on
Metabolic Typing.
Fruits are not allowed on the first phase of Atkins. This is one of the hardest
aspects of Atkins for most people. Starting in phase 2, low carb, high nutrient fruits are
permitted. These include berries, apples, cherries, grapefruit, peaches, pears, plums,
oranges and tangerines. Fruits to avoid are bananas, mangoes, prunes, raisins, and
fruit juices.
On Atkins the dieter counts Net Garbs, which represent the total carbohydrate
content of the food minus its fiber content. Atkins suggests that the foods we ate
10,000 years ago are the same foods we should be eating today. Although I agree
wholeheartedly that our bodies are designed to eat whole foods that our ancestors ate, I
can't understand how Atkins can make a statement like this, yet have the dieter count
"net carbs." How do you think our ancestors would have felt about this idea 10,000
years ago? I believe if we were designed to count carbs, calories or any other measure
of the food we eat, then we would have a built in gauge in our bodies that would
calculate this for us!
In the first Phase, called "Induction," the dieter is to limit carbohydrate intake to
20 grams of net carbs a day, mostly in the form of vegetables. Atkins claims this is
because your body will exhaust its stored supply of carbohydrate within the first 48
hours and gradually make the switch to primarily burning stored fat for energy. The
Induction phase must last a minimum of two weeks, but if the dieter has a lot of weight
to lose, then it is safe to stay on for several months. During the first two weeks, the
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dieter eats fish, poultry, eggs, beef, tofu and other foods high in protein along with three
cups of salad greens, two cups of salad and one cup of low carb vegetables, such as
broccoli, zucchini or any of the foods on the list provided in the book. Although each
individual is different, weight loss of four to eight pounds is typical in the first two weeks.
During this phase, there is a 14-day meal plan that is provided, which tells the dieter _
exactly the content and portion size of each meal. This concept of "one diet will work for
everyone" is something that I completely disagree with. How can any of us have the
exact same food requirements? If you and your spouse have different body shapes,
different fingerprints, and different activity levels, how can the exact same diet work for
both of you?
So let's explore the second phase of Atkins, called Ongoing Weight Loss (OWL) .
In this phase the dieter continues to eat according to the plan , but week by week, add
back nutrient rich carbohydrates such as more vegetables, fresh cheese, nuts, seeds,
berries and other low glycemic fruits like plums and grapefruit. The dieter bumps up
daily Net Garb count by five grams each week until weight loss stops for more than a
week. At that point, the dieter gets back down by five grams and should have
discovered the "personal carbohydrate threshold," which is the number of daily grams of
Net Garbs the dieter can consume while still losing weight. For most people, that
number is somewhere between 40 and 60 grams of Net Garbs per day. That is called
the Critical Carbohydrate Level for Losing (CCLL). You'll stay on OWL until you are
within five or ten pounds of your goal weight.
The third phase of Atkins is called Pre-Maintenance. The point of this phase is to
slow weight loss down to an almost imperceptible rate so that your new eating habits
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become fully ingrained. Each week you add another ten daily grams of Net Garbs. Just
like in the previous phase, if your weight loss stops completely, you can cut back by five
or ten grams until it resumes. Again, I ask the question, "How would our ancestors have
felt about this manipulation of carbohydrate intake?"
The final phase of Atkins is called Lifetime Maintenance. The dieter can eat
more of a selection of whole grains, vegetables and fruits . Most people can maintain
their weight by consuming somewhere between 45 and 100 grams of Net Garbs per
day. The essential similarities and differences between Atkins and the other diet
programs will be summarized in a later chapter.
The following testimonial comes from one of my clients, Jamie, age 41 . "One
morning, while sitting on the couch to tie my shoes, I discovered I couldn't reach them
anymore. There was this big ball of lard in my way. I had reached what I call
"maximum density". I made the decision that I was going to do something about it.
My doctor had put me on Lipitor and another medication a year ago for high
cholesterol, and every time I saw her she asked me if I had any diabetics in my family.
didn't. She said, "You need to get your weight and sugar in control with diet and
exercise before I have to diagnose you as a diabetic. "
I had tried the Atkins diet a year or two ago and it had only made me feel jittery
and tired. I felt I wasn 't getting enough of the things my body needed to be healthy. So
I dusted off the South Beach Diet book someone had given me ten months ago and
started reading. What I read sounded promising, so I started following the 151 phase
and was feeling OK. About halfway into the book there was a line about everyone
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having a different metabolism. I thought, "Well, if that's true then maybe we should all
be eating according to how fast we metabolize our food."
Keep in mind; I'm a construction superintendent with no training in nutrition or
exercise, so I was basically feeling around in the dark for a light switch.
1did an internet search for metabolism and found my light switch. It was the
Metabolic Typing Diet book. I went to the library close to my jobsite but they didn't have
it, so 1called my wife and asked her to go by our local branch, and they did have it. I
started reading, and before I knew it I was doing an internet search for a practitioner
who does the actual typing diet plan. That's where I found Neil Habgood. I knew that
the right diet for my type was only ~ of the equation; the other would be an exercise
plan. Luckily for me, Neil is also an excellent trainer.
Neil instructed me on how to take the Metabolic Typing Diet test online, which I
did that day, and we met for the first time a week later. What /learned was that I'm a
mixed type and therefore had more choices of food than a carbohydrate or protein type.
Additionally important information from the book was to eat whole, "organic" foods
whenever possible, and cook the foods properly. I drink 10 times more water than I
used to and feel 500% better than I did when I started. The ball of lard is down to a
stick of butter and I've had to by pant's 2 sixes smaller. I'm sticking to an exercise plan
that Neil has developed for me and am seeing steady progress in weight loss and core
strength.
I have lost weight, although to me the pounds don 't mean as much as the inches
I've lost. At 41 , I'm feeling good about my future. Thanks, Neil!
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CHAPTER

2: SOUTH BEACH DIET

A cardiologist, Arthur Agatston, M.D, created the South Beach Diet. His main
focus was to develop a diet that would help prevent, or even reverse, the numerous
heart and vascular problems that stem from obesity. His plan is described in the book
The South Beach Diet (2003). The diet is designed to be flexible and simple, with as

few rules as possible. The plan is distinguished by the absence of calorie counts;
percentage counts of fats, carbs, and proteins; or even rules about portion size. The
major concern is eating what he calls "good carbs and good fats." South Beach claims
that by choosing the right carbs and the right fats, you simply won't be hungry all the
time.
The eating plan's first principle was to permit good carbohydrates (fruits,
vegetables, and whole grains) and curtail the intake of bad carbohydrates (the highly
processed ones where the fiber has been stripped away during manufacturing.) The
meals claim to be simple combinations of healthy carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. Dr.
Agatston says this will eliminate a prime cause of obesity.
Due to the fact that the actual food quality is never discussed in the South Beach
Diet, I find it impossible to assume that the dieter will be eating "good proteins and fats. "
For example, although research clearly outlines the dangers of commercially processed
meats, there is no distinction between organic food and commercially processed food
anywhere in the South Beach book. Therefore, how can this diet claim to offer "good
proteins and fats?" I believe it all goes back to education. For example, if people are
not educated about the benefits of organic food or dangers of pasteurized milk, then

~
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hoW can we ever make good decisions about what we eat? As my client, Pam,
explains, "It all starts with the knowledge! Without knowing what foods to choose, I
went over 40 years eating and drinking what I thought was healthy! After having many
in depth discussions with you about food quality, I now truly understand why I was never
able to Jose weight and keep it off. This time around, I know that I am going to do it.
I've made the decision based on all the information and knowledge I've acquired. I've
set my goals, and I'm already feeling the results!"
South Beach has the dieter eating normal-size helpings of meat, such as
chicken, turkey, fish, and shellfish, lots of vegetables, eggs, cheese, nuts, and salads.
The plan consists of three balanced meals a day and eating until the dieter is satisfied.
South Beach encourages eating two snacks a day, one mid-morning and one midafternoon, and a moderate amount of water, coffee, or tea.
I find it interesting that this program allows coffee without any warning or regard
for the potential side effects. I'm certainly not suggesting every person stops drinking
coffee cold turkey. However, due to the amount of stress that most of us are under
everyday, I am very surprised that Dr. Agatston does not find it necessary to have at
least educated the readers about the potential dangers of caffeine. For example,
caffeine (among many other things) causes what is called a sympathetic response in
the body. Any time the body becomes sympathetically overloaded due to caffeine,
stress, lack of sleep, poor communication with a boss or spouse, or anything that has a
detrimental effect on our physical, emotional, or mental well-being, the result is tissue
destruction, chronic headaches, and a plethora of other health problems that I regularly
see in beginning clients .
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south Beach consists of three phases. Similar to Atkins, phase one is the first 14
days. Dieters can expect to lose between 8 and 13 pounds in the first two weeks. In
this phase, the dieter is not allowed to eat any fruit, bread, rice, potatoes, pasta, or
baked goods. Alcohol , candy, cake, cookies, ice cream, and sugar are also off limits for
the first 14 days. Specific meals are laid out for each day, along with the corresponding
recipe menus.
Again, just like Atkins the author provides his opinion and assumes that the
meals that are laid out will work for everyone from a 65 year-old retired business man to
a 35 year-old stressed out mother of three. There is absolutely no distinction. Both
individuals could read the book and follow the plan. How much sense does this really
make? How can one diet that has been chosen by one doctor (along with his
immediate group of associates) be the answer for everyone's weight loss problems?
Beginning in the next chapter, we will explore over 70 years of research that backs up
this concept that "one diet can NOT work for everybody!"
The reasons for these substantial restrictions are briefly described in the book.
After the initial 14 days, you will have corrected the way your body reacts to the foods
that made them overweight. The author describes this by saying:

"When you begin the diet, there's a switch inside the body that is turned on. By simply
modifying your diet, you'll have turned it off. The physical cravings that ruled your
eating habits will be gone, and they'll stay away for as long as you stick with the
program. The weight loss doesn't happen because you 're trying to eat less. But you'll
be eating fewer of the foods that created those bad old urges, fewer of the foods that
caused your body to store excessive fat. " (Atkins, 2004)
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In phase two, the dieter is allowed to introduce some of the foods that were not
permitted in phase one. For example, it is acceptable to add fruit, chocolate, bread,
pasta or any other food in moderation while in phase two. The dieter remains in this
phase until reaching ideal weight. On average, people lose a pound or two a week in
phase two. This phase also provides a 14-day food plan along with corresponding
recipes.
Phase three of South Beach consists of a more liberal version of the program .
By now ideal weight should be established. This phase is designed to help maintain
what was built in phases one and two. At this point the dieter should have figured out
what type of carbs your body can handle, and which ones are not ideal. Thus, there is
no diet plan for this phase, so the dieter eats whatever he/she wants. If you have a
period of time where you "fall off the wagon" you begin back in phase one until you feel
you have your diet and weight back under control, at which time you resume phase
three.
Dr. Agatston compares the South Beach diet to the Atkins diet by stating:

''The Atkins Diet bans virtually all carbohydrates and leaves the dieter to exist mostly on
proteins. That regimen also permits limitless saturated fats, the kind found in red meat
and butter. These are the bad fats that can lead to cardiovascular disease, heart attack,
and stroke. Even if you do lose weight and keep it off, our blood chemistry might suffer
from eating so much saturated fat. " (Agatston, 2003)
Again, I find these statements very difficult to agree with . I have not found a
single study showing evidence of heart disease, heart attack or stroke due to eating too
many clean animal fats. Every study that has ever been published showing the adverse

lo.!
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affects of too much animal meat has been done on commercially raised animals, not

tree range, organic animals. (Crozier, 2004) Therefore, Dr. Atkins and Dr. Agatston
both have it mistaken.
or. Atkins suggests eating vast amounts of animal fats without recommending
that the fat come from clean, organic sources, while Dr. Agatston suggests a more
limited amount of animal fats. Why not just suggest eating from clean sources? Based
on this obvious misunderstanding of how our soils, plants, and animals are treated, I
can only assume that neither author believes that eating organic food is any better than
the commercially processed food. Any piece of commercial meat that can be
purchased from a typical grocery store, unless labeled "certified organic" or "no growth
hormones" is guaranteed to come from soil that has been sprayed with toxic chemicals,
and animals that have been injected with growth hormone and antibiotics. These are
the fats I recommend going out of your way to avoid!
The South Beach Diet does cut out certain carbs, but not all of them. It banishes
white flour and white sugar and permits whole grain breads and cereals, whole wheat
pasta, and fruits and vegetables. The diet is based on the glycemic index of foods .
In the beginning, the goal of the diet was to improve the Doctor's patients' heart
health by changing their blood chemistry. The diet is designed to lower bad cholesterol.
The book advocates daily exercise as an integral part of success. Dr. Agatston also
recommends taking fish oil every day, as well as an aspirin a day, which helps prevent
heart attack and strokes.
I find it interesting that this program began as a diet to improve the patient's heart
and blood chemistry. This makes me think of the old saying, "if all you have in your

· -=
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pocket is a hammer, then everything else in the world looks like a nail." (Tracy,
Accelerated Learning Techniques) In other words, I am a bit skeptical about a
cardiologist coming up with a diet for every person to follow. Although I think South
Beach is a fairly reasonable program compared to some of the others that are out there,
1think it is far from a comprehensive look into what our bodies really need in terms of
nutrition.
This opinion will be supported more strongly in chapter 5 when the three diets
are analyzed compared . The program that I suggest using, Metabolic Typing, actually
began over 70 years ago as a cure for cancer and was later found to treat, prevent, and
cure many other chronic diseases. (Wolcott, 2000) The program was not developed by
one person, rather a myriad of physicians and nutrition experts. This will be described
in greater detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: HISTORY &

EXPLANATION

OF METABOLIC TYPING
EXPLANATION OF METABOLIC TYPING

Most people have heard of the Atkins Diet and the South Beach Diet. However,
Metabolic Typing (referred to as MT from this point on) has not received near the
amount of publicity or media hype than either of the other two programs. So what is
MT?
MT is a system that identifies an individual's genetically based nutrition and diet
requirements. The program is based on the concept that no one diet is right for
everyone, therefore to achieve optimal health you must determine what is right for you.
The founder, William Wolcott states that: "Dietary solutions need to be tailored to
individuals because what works for one person may have no effect on another person,
and may make a third person worse." This system is based on a comprehensive
questionnaire (See Appendix A) that will categorize you as a Protein type (requiring
40% protein, 30% fat, 30% carbs), Garb Type (requiring 60% carbs, 25% protein, 15%
fat) , or Mixed Type (requiring 50% carbs, 30% protein, 20% fats). These ratios are
suggested for each meal. MT is designed to direct you towards the diet plan and
macronutrient proportion that is right for your body.
By eating the correct proportions of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins,
(particularly natural, organic foods) one can successfully resolve and/or alleviate the
following health problems: allergies, digestive disturbances, obesity, hormonal
imbalances, mood swings, depression, high blood pressure, diabetes, low blood sugar,
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and arthritis, just to name a few. MT asserts it does much more than just eliminate
symptoms. Eating correctly for your body type and adopting a healthy lifestyle can
actually prevent and cure the above mentioned diseases, as well as significantly
increase your longevity and allow you to feel energized and vital like never before.
HISTORY OF METABOLIC TYPING

The Metabolic Typing Diet is based on the research of William Kelley, George
Watson, and Roger Williams. These men built their studies on the work of previous
scientists and clinicians of an earlier era, which included Weston A. Price, Frances
Pottenger, and Royal Lee. They all shared an interest in the concept of "biochemical
individuality."
Weston A. Price, a dentist, embarked on a journey around the world to try and
uncover the link between modern eating habits and the incidence of chronic
degenerative illness. One of his many discoveries was that there is no such thing as a
stand alone "healthy diet." Due to tremendous variations in climate, indigenous food
supplies, environmental conditions, and the principles of evolution, adaptation , and
heredity, different cultural and ethnic groups, over a period of many centuries developed
distinctly different kinds of dietary requirements. He observed that whenever primitive
cultures abandoned their native diets and adopted modern eating habits, they would
rapidly develop the kinds of health problems prevalent in the advanced cultures to which
they'd been exposed. These findings are written about in great detail in the book
Nutrition & Physical Degeneration. (2000) This research robustly challenges the
concept put forth in Atkins, South Beach or any other diet that claims we are all equal
and therefore need to eat the exact same foods to maintain health and ideal weight.
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In 1956 Dr. Williams wrote a classic book called Biochemical Individuality.
(Revised version 1998) In this writing he asserted that:
•

Individuality pervades every part of the human body

•

Human beings are highly distinctive on a microscopic as well as a gross
anatomical level, in the functioning of their organs, and in the composition of their
body fluids.

•

Inherited differences extend to the structure and metabolism of every cell, and
determine the speed and efficiency with which cells perform their essential
functions.

•

Unbalanced or inadequate nutrition at the cellular level is a major cause of
human disease.

•

People have genetically determined and highly individualized nutritional
requirements.
George Watson and William Kelley did further research on biochemical

individuality. They were seeking to answer the question, "Why does one diet make one
person sick and make another person feel great?" What was the underlying scientific
explanation for this phenomenon? We will now take a brief look at these findings and
how they relate to each person's individual nutritional needs.
They first discovered the important role that the Autonomic Nervous System
(ANS) has in determining metabolic individuality and in influencing health and disease.
The second primary determinant of what kind of food a person needs in order to be
healthy pertains to the rate at which their cells convert food into energy, or the rate of
cellular oxidation. The oxidative rate, which is largely determined by heredity, needs to
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be kept in balance if the body is to function properly. (Wolcott, 2000) These 2 important
systems, the Oxidative System and the ANS will be discussed in greater detail in the
next chapter.
In his book Happiness Is a Healthy Life, Lendon Smith, M.D. , (1992) writes, "The
trick of eating is to figure out your racial/ethnic background and try to imitate it." To take
this thought a step further, the fact must be considered that most people have no idea
where their ancestors originated . Thus, the only way to do determine your racial and
ethnic background accurately is through the technology of MT.
In the early 1980's, William Wolcott entered the picture and made a breakthrough
discovery pertaining to th e interrelationship between the ANS and the Oxidative
System. This discovery, which he termed "the Dominance Factor," enabled him to
predict, with great levels of accuracy and precision, exactly what kinds of foods and
nutrients a person would need to establish metabolic balance. By providing dietary
solutions that are effectively tailored to people's individualized biochemical needs,
Wolcott depicted the true potential of diet and nutrition, and demonstrated the body's
superior capacity to regulate and heal itself. This breakthrough in nutrition known as
MT was designed to take the guesswork out of dieting.
Unlike other methods of determining dietary individuality, such as blood typing
and body typing, metabolic typing is a dynamic, comprehensive, system that
encompasses all of the body's known adaptation or homeostatic mechanisms. In other
words, it doesn't just measure a single fixed variable such as your blood type or body
type. Instead, it takes into account many different types of biochemical or metabolic
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variables, which are subject to continual change and flux over the course of your
lifetime.
Wolcott insinuates that standardized diets and nutritional approaches fail to
recognize that, for genetic reasons, people are all very different from one another on a
biochemical or metabolic level. Thus, it only makes sense that we're all different in the
way that our bodies process foods and utilize nutrients. Dietary needs are largely
determined by your ancestral heritage, and your ancestors' dietary needs were the
result of evolution and adaptation to many unique aspects of their natural habitat,
including geographical location, climate, naturally occurring vegetation, and available
food sources. As you can imagine, a diet that could effectively support the health of
people living in one part of the world like Africa, would be very different from a diet that
could support the health of people in Nordic countries.
MT is the culmination of seventy years of pioneering efforts and interrelated
discoveries by a series of medical researches, including physicians, biochemists,
dentists, physiologists, clinical nutritionists, and psychologists.
The following testimonial comes from one of my clients, Jill, age 46. "/ was not

challenged by maintaining my ideal weight until/ reached my early 40s. Then, steadily
over the next three years, I gained 10 pounds! I had decided this was unacceptable
and that I best get serious about losing this weight before I was out of control. I thought
that the weight would come right off once I made my mind up to "be good." I was
surprised when what I believed would be an easy task, became a life-absorbing
struggle.
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The South Beach Diet was the "diet of choice" at the time. /listened to
the "success" stories of several friends and based on their testimonials, I tried the
diet. After one week I couldn't continue the program. I found the food selection
too restrictive and craved variety in my nourishment. By the end of the week I had little
energy which was difficult to understand and accept for a normally high-energy
individual such as myself. In addition, my mood was not very positive. I was losing the
"best parts of me" in the process of trying to lose "other parts of me." However, I was
determined. I tried the South Beach Diet a second time. /lasted only 5 days this time,
and in addition to the low energy level and poor mood, I no longer felt like exercising.
Nothing was working for me.
Three years later, and several more weight loss failures, I was still carrying the
extra 10 pounds around with me when I heard about the Metabolic Typing Diet. I was
eating healthier foods, taking supplements, and exercising regularly by this point, but I
knew that it was all a guessing game for me. The Metabolic Typing Diet removed
the guess work from my diet and exercise plan. This plan offers one program that
will coordinate all of the components for a healthy life-style. I am now following
a healthy, nutritious diet plan that is designed just for me, have access to top
quality supplements, and I have the energy to work with a life-style coach in
developing an exercise program focused on strengthening my core areas of need.
The Metabolic Typing Diet provides me with the variety of foods that I desire. I
have a large list of foods that work for me and I know the ratio in which to combine each
type of food for the best results. I have a much improved understanding of the
consequences of my food choices. The program has taught me how to "listen " to my
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body and make the best choices to eliminate hunger and sugar cravings. 1 am able to
avoid feels of hunger because I know how to eat to feel satisfied and still lose weight.
My energy level is high and I am experiencing an overall better, healthier-feeling life.
This is truly a lifestyle I can live with!"
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CHAPTER

4:

THE METABOLIC TYPING DIET

MT is a very simple, user-friendly methodology that anyone can apply to
customize a diet to his or her own unique body chemistry. There is a self-test
(questionnaire) in the book The Metabolic Typing Diet by William Wolcott and Trish
Fahey. To receive even greater customized results there is an online version which is
much more comprehensive. Either test will enable the dieter to identify his/her
individual MT quickly and easily. The information can then be used to select the
specific foods and combinations of foods that will enable peak efficiency within the
body. (See Appendix B for a sample food list)
The short term benefits of eating correctly for your metabolic type include putting
an end to food cravings, constant hunger, blood sugar imbalances, and many forms of
digestive problems, headaches, depression, irritability, and other nagging ailments.
Many clients have reported having plenty of physical and mental energy after only a
weekend of being on the program. My friend and colleague, Jeremy, age 25 says that

"Eating according to my metabolic typing food list has helped tremendously with my
sugar cravings. I no longer feel the need to eat large quantities of cake or ice cream. It
also feels great to finally get off the anti-depressants that I have been taking for years."
The long-term benefits of eating correctly for your metabolic type include
permanent weight loss without struggle, deprivation, or calorie restriction, strengthened
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immunity, ongoing energy and endurance, a slowing of the aging process, and the
ability to prevent and reverse many types of chronic illnesses.
Since people are bombarded with so much conflicting information today, they are
often forced into endless experimentation with everything from Atkins to Pritikin to South
Beach, and many more. Wolcott describes these dietary choices as a game of "dietary
roulette. " "Although some people do achieve their goals with these diets, most people
are left with a perpetual feeling of empty-handedness. The experts usually fail to
mention the "silent majority," those dieters who don 't do well on their diets and who are
continually shuffling from one stop to the next on the long, frustrating path of trial and
error." (Wolcott, 2000)
Here are some key points from The Metabolic Typing Diet:
•

Dietary solutions need to be tailored to individuals because what works for one
person may have no effect on another person, and may make a thi rd person
worse.

•

MT is groundbreaking computer-based technology that takes the guesswork out
of nutritional science.

•

We all need a full spectrum of nutrients. Different people have genetically
programmed requirements for different amounts of various nutrients. It is these
differing genetically based requirements that explain why a certain nutrient can
cause one person to feel good, have no effect on another, and make a third
person feel worse.

•

MT is applicable to chronic health disorders

•

MT is more th an just a symptom cure.
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•

MT produces reliable , predictable clinical results

•

MT offers a highly integrated approach to building health

•

MT relies on the body's innate intelligence

•

MT represents a logical new paradigm shift
These are key factors when determining which diet you choose. As we will

explore shortly, it's important to notice how many of these characteristics were not
present in Atkins or South Beach.
So how can one determine his/her individual metabolic type? As discussed
previously, research indicates that one of the two Fundamental Homeostatic Control
systems in the body will determine how nutrients behave. These two systems are: The
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) , which is the "master regulator of the metabolism ,"
and the Oxidative system, which controls the rate at which foods convert into energy.
The ANS is divided into 2 distinct branches: the sympathetic branch and the
parasympathetic branch . These 2 systems work in opposition to one another. For
example, the sympathetic nervous system , also known as your "fight or flight" system
speeds up your heart rate, while the parasympathetic nervous system, known as the
"rest and digest" system, slows down your heart rate. Each person is unique and
therefore will have a dominance of sympathetic, parasympathetic, or balanced system.
Within the oxidative system, fast or slow oxidation tends to dominate.
Occasionally, people test out as mixed, meaning no particular dominance either way.
The speed at which your body converts food to energy also determines the best-suited
type of foods for your particular body functions. (See Appendix B for sample food list)
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Once an individual takes the MT test, either in the book, or the intermediate or
advanced version online (this can only be done by hiring a trained MT Professional
Advisor, the results will show which of these 2 systems are dominant. Once the
dominance factor is determined, the individual's functional metabolic type is discovered.

The results will provide a complete list of foods to eat, along with the correct proportions
of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates for attaining optimal health and ideal weight.
MT provides health consumers with a simple and effective means of keeping the
body's essential regulatory systems in balance. It is also helpful to health care
professionals, (Certified Metabolic Typing Advisors) to achieve consistent levels of
clinical success by escaping the extraordinary limitations of standardized therapeutic
protocols. MT is holistically oriented, and focuses on identifying the big picture. MT
Advisors view individuality as far more significant than any given disease or set of
symptoms. As Hippocrates, the father of medicine once said, "It's more important to
know what kind of patient has a disease than what kind of disease a patient has."
When clients come to me for help complaining of fatigue, depression , weakness,
drowsiness, mood swings, or any other short-term or chronic illness I first analyze their
diet log. After reviewing many of these logs, I can safely conclude that 99% of the
people that I've worked with are not eating according to what their MT plan suggests.
Therefore, one of the first things I suggest is taking the MT questionnaire. After
receiving the clients results , I gain a much better understanding of why their not feeling
energized and vital. I try and help the cl ient feel better and regain their health by
helping them make better decisions about the foods they eat and the thoughts they
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create 50 that they take fewer medications and eat more real food according to their

MT.
My client Karen , age 51 says, "I have more energy and motivation today than I've

had in years! After learning my MT and setting clear goals for my future I have become
much more confident and extremely proficient in my daily activities. In fact, my husband
can barely believe some of the things I now get accomplished. People around me are
also amazed at how much more energy and enthusiasm I have. My tendency is to
procrastinate on things. But after going through Neil's training and coaching sessions
eve!}' week I've learned to plan every day in advance and set clear goals for where I
want to be in the future. Now, I'm getting more done in a few hours than I would usually
get done in a full week!
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CHAPTER

5: DIFFERENCES &

SIMILARITIES
After reviewing the South Beach Diet, Atkins Diet, and Metabolic Typing Diet the
similarities and differences will now be discussed. The South Beach and Atkins
programs have many similarities. They are as follows:
•

Cardiologists created each of the diets.

•

Both authors advocate the consumption of artificial sweeteners.

•

Neither program addresses the emotional component of eating. (Dr. Mercola
states that emotional eating is the most important factor of dieting.
www.mercola.com)

•

Both programs use of the glycemic index as a primary indicator of food selection.

•

Neither program talks about food quality or food sources (i.e. organic, free range,
processed meats, etc.)

•

Both programs suggest a rather light amount of exercise relative to the amount of
weight most dieters want to lose.

•

Both programs appear to be marketed as a "lose weight quickly" diet.

•

Both programs advocate eating fish without any mention of potential mercury and
other heavy metal contamination.

•

Both programs suggest eating whole grains, without mentioning that 50-60% of
all white skin people are intolerant to gluten, which is the protein found in all grain
products.
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•

Both programs support drinking regular pasteurized milk, which has been shown
to exacerbate food intolerances in many people.

•

Both programs progress you through different phases.

•

Both programs have specific meal plans for the initial phase.

•

Both programs suggest that you will drop weight in the first 2 weeks.

•

Neither program is tailored to the individual, which is a "one size fits all"
approach.

The main differences are:
•

South Beach states that saturated fats are harmful. Atkins advocates large
quantities of saturated fats.

•

Atkins advocates counting carbohydrates, which is actually "net carbs," defined
as the number of carbohydrates minus the fiber content. South Beach does not
have you count calories, carbs, or anything else.

•

The health benefits of Atkins are said to be reducing the risk of heart disease,
controlling and preventing diabetes, and lowering high blood pressure as well as
prevent or alleviate many other health conditions. The South Beach diet says it
will improve cardiovascular health, without much mention of any other benefits.

•

The meal plans between the two diets are different. This is based on the each
author's opinions about what foods will and will not have you lose weight.
The Metabolic Typing Diet is very different from the above programs. The many

differences in the programs will be outlined comprehensively in chapter 7. Here is a
summary of the key differences between the three plans:
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•

MT is a customized approach to nutrition. The individual's "metabolic type,"
which can be defined as his/her own nutritional needs is determined through a
comprehensive series of questions. The answers to these questions determine
how food behaves in your body, and then suggests the foods that are specifically
going to support the individual's requirements. Both Atkins and South Beach can
be classified as a "one size fits all" approach, as it does not have any system of
analysis for identify one's individual needs. These are books that anyone can

read and then implement without any regard for individual genetics, physical
characteristics, activity levels, or personality traits, all of which have been proven
by research (Williams, 1998) to have a major influence on how the body converts
food to energy.
•

Unlike diets such as the Blood Type diet, MT looks at the entire system, which is
composed of 9 fundamental control systems, including the Autonomic Nervous
System, CarboOxidative, LiopOxidative, Electrolyte, Acid/Alkaline, Endocrine
Type, Blood Type, Constitutional Type, and Prostaglandin Balance. Therefore,
Blood Type only accounts for a single, fixed variable, whereas MT is much more
comprehensive and can offer much more specific, reliable test results.

•

Atkins and South Beach do not address the quality of foods. For example, there
is no mention of avoiding fish due to the high levels of known mercury and heavy
metal contamination. Secondly, no comparison is made between free range ,
organic food and commercially processed food. On the other hand, the MT plan
specifically suggests going out of your way to buy free range, organic food
whenever possible. This will be discussed further in chapter 7.
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•

Atkins has a University that offers courses on cooking, shopping, and other areas
of food. South Beach also has a website that offers limited online support for
dieters. Metabolic Typing has a very comprehensive certification program
consisting of three intense levels. This program trains health care professionals
such as Doctors, Nutritionists, Chiropractors, C.H.E.K. Practitioners, and
Personal Trainers on how to administer the questionnaires and thus be able to
coach clients towards their goals using the comprehensive approaches that are
outlined in the book The Metabolic Typing Diet by Wolcott, and the Intermediate
Level MT certification manual.

•

The South Beach Diet and the Atkins diet were both founded by cardiologists.
Each program is based on one doctor's opinion of how everyone should eat. MT
is a comprehensive compilation of over seventy years of clinical research by
many different individuals, including medical researchers, physicians,
biochemists, dentists, physiologists, nutritionists, and psychologists. The
following Doctors are the main contributors of what is now known as Metabolic
Typing: Dr. George Watson, Dr. William Donald Kelley, Dr. Royal Lee, Dr.
Weston Price, Dr. Francis Pottenger, Dr. Melvin Page, Dr. Roger Williams, Dr.
Emanuel Revici, and Dr. Henry Bieler- many are giants in their fields and world
renowned in their respective scientific and clinical disciplines. (Wolcott, 2000)

•

South Beach and Atkins are marketed as quick, easy approaches to lose weight
within the first two weeks. MT is designed as a health program not a weight loss
program. The program describes weight loss as a benefit of becoming healthy,
but losing weight is NOT the primary focus. William Wolcott, the author and
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founder of MT, is very clear that the program is NOT designed as a quick fix, but
as a permanent way of life and knowing how to listen to our bodies' unique
individual needs.

This is a success story from Katie, who began working with a Metabolic Typing
Practitioner after experiencing several severe health problems. James Williams, her
Practitioner says that Katie's doctor told her that she had Myalgic Encephalitis (also
known as chronic fatigue syndrome) and Endometriosis. Katie experienced several
different symptoms that made her life uncomfortable and very tiring. Katie explains,

"Having this condition every day is like having the flu. My body ached all over and I was
tired and depressed all the time. I had gained weight and entered into a downward
spiral. /lost my self-confidence, was unhappy and felt like I was at a dead-end. After
eating right for my metabolic type I was amazed with my weight loss (12 pounds in five
weeks), especially because I couldn't follow the diet 100%. I enjoy the food that I am
allowed. My self-confidence is gradually coming back, although I am aware that I have
a great deal more weight still to lose. The MT plan is not just a diet, but also a lifestyle
change- one that will hopefully change my life forever. I have more energy, fee/less
depressed and feel more emotionally secure- so much so that chocolate hasn't passed
my lips for five weeks." (Chek, 2004)
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CHA PTER. 6: MY CWN EXPERIENCE
1would like to share my own experience of Metabolic Typing. Although my
personal situation was nowhere near as bad as Katie's, I value the benefits I've
received just as much as a person that started out with chronic disease . For most of my
life I've lived on the traditional American diet, which consisted of white flour, white
sugar, and commercially processed animal meat. Since learning about Metabolic
Typing about 18 months ago and taking many courses on nutrition since then, I've
made significant changes and improvements in my diet, my lifestyle, my career, my selfconfidence, my energy levels, and achieved an overall sense of balance in my life.
Although I cannot claim that Metabolic Typing has single handedly been
responsible for these higher levels of success and accomplishment, I know that it has
made a very large impact in my personal and professional evolution . Knowing what I
now know about food, and how my body responds to food , I can no longer imagine
going through life without having this information. During my high school years, and
especially in college, I could never figure out why some days I seemed to feel better
than others. For example, one day I would go to work and to school feeling terrific
about myself and the world around me, and on other days, I just couldn't get very
motivated to do much at all.
Another problem I experienced was mood swings. I would often get very hungry
and moody after only two hours following a meal. As you can imagine, this would drive
my friends, co-workers, and family members crazy. I often craved sugar and had
energy fluctuations throughout my day, which often times lead to drowsiness, boredom,
and borderline depression in the afternoons. I frequently became impatient and
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frustrated with people who moved too slowly or that were not living up to my
expectations.
Today, I can honestly say that I am happier, healthier, more successful, and
enjoy better business and personal relationships than ever before. The Metabolic
Typing Program has not just changed my eating habits; it has changed my entire life .
now sleep better, have consistent energy throughout the day, am extremely goal
oriented, get more done in less time, no longer have sugar cravings, very seldom have
mood swings, and my quality of life has changed for the better. I also believe as a
Personal Trainer and C.H.E.K. Health Professional that you can only make others as
healthy as you are. So if there is a model for my readers and clients to look at, all I can
offer is myself. I'm healthy, happy, and vital. This is not because of my youth; it is
simply because I follow all the principles of Metabolic Typing that will be laid out in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER

7:

PUTTING IT ALL

TOGETHER!
SETTING CLEAR GDALS

At mentioned in the introduction, before you actually choose a diet to follow, the
first step is to set clear, written goals for your future. This is the beginning and the most
critical step when making any dietary or lifestyle change. Personal success expert
Brian Tracy says that being absolutely clear about your goals will account for fully 95%
of your success. (Tracy, 2005) After working with hundreds of clients whose main goal
was to lose weight or body fat, there is no doubt that being clear about your individual
goals has proven to be the most important factor.
One of my favorite methods of goal setting is referred to as the "1 0 goals a day
method." This method has changed my life and has transformed thousands, perhaps
even millions of other people who have also used it. Each morning, start off by taking 35 minutes to write down 10 of your most important goals. The statements should
always be positive and begin with the words "I am." By writing down your goals in the
present tense as if you already have achieved them, you will begin to see yourself more
and more as the person you want to be. It is absolutely critical that this exercise be
performed every day.
This simple, yet powerful technique can and probably will change your life. The
reasons for this are fairly straightforward. By forcing yourself to put your ideas into
words, and your words onto paper, you begin to activate your creativity and innate
mental powers. By becoming clearer about what you want in your life, you
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simultaneously become clearer about the things you don't want. This will begin to
transform any negative thoughts and emotions into positive, creative energy and
enthusiasm. You can then channel this new found potential into the areas of your life
that are most important to you. For example, you can make healthier food decisions,
you could begin a structured exercise program, or you can use this energy for
practically any other goal that you can set for yourself. Just try it sometime.
As the saying goes, "you can't hit a target that you can't see!" Each of my client's
success or failure can be traced back to their initial goal setting process. (i.e. how clear
he/she was with themselves before beginning the program.) This is perhaps the single
most important factor in dieting or in any other area of life! I recently spoke to a client,
which I will refer to as Karen. Karen explains, "Changing my thinking was the biggest
part of changing my body! Before you began coaching me on the principles of
psychology and emotional eating, I never knew how to change my bad habits. I used to
crave and eat processed sugar products every day and then beat myself up about it. I
suppose I knew this wasn't helping, but I could never figure out what to do about it.
Now that I've set clear, written goals for myself, I no longer obsess about food and
therefore make much better decisions about what to eat. "
Karen is just one of the many clients who have made significant changes in selfconfidence, body shape, and overall quality of life after learning how to set, clear,
written goals. Good questions to ask yourself are: What is my main goal for going on
this diet? How much weight am I trying to lose (or gain)? What time frame is realistic
for achieving this goal? How serious am I about making this happen TODAY? Why is
achieving this goal important to me? Am I able to take on this journey by myself? Do I
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need professional, emotional, or spiritual guidance to direct me towards my goal? What
steps do 1need to take to make this happen safely and effectively?
WEIGHING TH£ DPTIDNS

Once you have set clear, measurable, realistic goals and expectations for
yourself, the next step is to examine the dietary approaches that are available.
Although this paper has discussed only three approaches, there are obviously many,
many more options that you have as a shopper and consumer. Other popular diets
include The Zone Diet, Weight Watchers, Blood Type Diet, Sugar Busters, The Makers
Diet, The Pritikin Diet, Jenny Craig, and many, many more. There will also be dozens
more books and weight loss programs flooding the market every year for as long as you
and I are alive.
With all of these options to choose from it is no wonder why the average
American has trouble figuring out which program is right for him or her. The first
consideration when making your decision should be the longevity of the program . In
other words, how long can you last on the program? If your goal is to lose 10 pounds in
the next 6 weeks in order to fit into a size 6 wedding dress, then the Atkins or South
Beach Diet might be right for you. There is no question that many people lose
tremendous amounts of weight on these two programs. However, before getting too
excited about these "quick fixes" we must ask the question, how long are they able to
keep the weight off?
In my experience working with hundreds of clients, I would say that 8 out of every

10 people who tried Atkins or South Beach were very happy for a few weeks,
sometimes even a few months. The problem emerged when they were not able to
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maintain the program anymore, and therefore ended up putting back on the weight they
had lost, and in many cases even putting on an additional 10-15 pounds from where
they started.
My client, Pam, explains, "I was on the Jenny Craig Diet for about 3 weeks and

lost 7 pounds. Although I was very happy about the weight loss, I became depressed
and was starving all the time. Because the program is so limited in food choices, I was
not able to continue. The worst part of all is when I gained the weight back. I've tried
every other diet out there as well including Atkins with very similar results. " To
understand why this problem is so common, I will now go into greater detail so that you
can make a good decision about your future diet, as well as your health & vitality.
£AT RIGHT FDR YDUR METABOLIC TYPE

Dr. Weston A. Price studied over 15 different civilizations back in the 1930's. Dr.
Price did extensive research to ascertain why some civilizations around the world were
healthy and why others were plagued with chronic disease and illness. Dr. Price
traveled around the world to over 15 different tribes. He examined people's teeth , their
bone structure, and took hundreds of blood samples to try and determine what
constituted a healthy diet.
The first invaluable lesson that Dr. Price's research revealed was the significant
differences in the macronutrient proportions of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates that
were consumed amongst the different countries and civilizations. For example,
Eskimos thrived on approximately 90% fats, oils, and proteins, and only 10%
carbohydrate. In contrast, the Quetchus Indians of South America exist largely on a
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vegetable diet, with very little fats, oils, and proteins. Amazingly, both of these tribes
had very healthy bodies, with minimal disease or illness. (Price, 2000)
When comparing this research to the Atkins and South Beach Diet it is obvious
that Dr. Atkins would have looked at the Quetchus Indians and said that their diets were
very poorly designed and extremely unhealthy. On the other hand, Nathan Pritikin, who
believes that diets consisting of predominantly carbohydrates are healthy, would say
that the Eskimos are headed for a death sentence because too much protein and fat will
cause them to develop heart disease and kidney problems. The fact is both of these
"one size fits all" approaches are incorrect, because they fail to recognize each
individual's requirements . So the question then must be asked, how can one tribe
consume massive amounts of protein, while the other consume massive carbohydrates,
yet both be functioning at optimal levels of health and vitality?
Roger W illiams, Ph.D. in the book Biochemical Individuality written in 1956, also
described this concept of biochemical individuality, which he defined as "your unique
individual nutritional needs." This revolutionary research revealed that individual
potassium levels vary 2-3 fold, calcium requirements vary 5 fold, and that 100 fold
variations in taste are very common amongst individuals. In short, just as we all look
different on the outside; we also function differently on the inside and have different
nutritional needs. Roger Williams showed us that every person has unique dietary
and nutritional requirements that cannot be generalized into a "one size fits all"
approach. (Williams, 1998) This factor alone depicts the major reason why most diets
do not work in the long term unless they are tailored for the individual based on their
own unique requirements.
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so how can you identify your individual nutrient and food requirements? This is
where learning what your metabolic type is comes into play. Although very few of us
are not really sure of our genetic heritage, we still need to return to a diet similar to the
one that we are designed to eat. The way to do this is by taking the metabolic typing
test to determine which foods and in what amounts are best for you. There are a
number of factors that influence your optimal macronutrient ratio and ideal food
selection at any given time. William Wolcott explains these factors in the book The
Metabolic Typing Diet. Once you have taken the test you will find out exactly how much
protein, fat, and carbohydrate is right for you . This will make it easy to balance your
meals accordingly. In addition, you will also learn to identify which foods to eat for the
best results. For example, broccoli affects some people very negatively, and affects
other people very positively. This is the underlying principle of metabolic typing. Once
you've taken the test, you will not have to guess at which foods are helpful and/or
harmful to your body. See Appendix B for a sample food list.

A VDID WHITE SUGAR &

WHITE FLDUR

The second key ingredient of any diet is the concept of food quality. Dr. Weston

A. Price found that any civilization that had been exposed to "white man's food ," (white
flour and white sugar) had significant degenerative changes. On the other hand,
cultures that were living according to their own environment, such as the Eskimos and
Ouetchus Indians, were healthy, vital, and had magnificent bone structure and facial
features. Weston A. Price has full documentation of the amazing differences in these
tribes in the book Nutrition & Physical Degeneration . (Price, 2000)
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GO

ORGANIC WHENEVER PDSSIBLE

The next important distinction that should be made when making food quality
choices is to compare organic food to commercially processed food . The media usually
reports that there is no significant difference between the nutritional values of organic
foods when compared to conventionally processed foods . However, this is virtually
impossible if you consider the facts about what the term "organic" really means.
I am very passionate about foods that are healthy for our bodies. Therefore, I'm
very devoted to educating others about the numerous benefits of organic food. Organic
food is grown without the use of toxic pesticides, herbicides, fungicides or chemical
fertilizers. As Paul Chek describes in his book How to Eat, Move and Be Healthy,
"Organic foods are better for your health, and they are produced in ways that support a
healthy environment. Organic farming works with Mother Nature, not against her."
{Chek, 2004)
Although I could spend an entire paper outlining the many qualities of organic
foods, I will summarize these points with the following research. First, Organic produce
has been shown to be up to 40 times more nutritious as conventionally farmed produce.
The reason for this is simple. When chemicals are sprayed on the soil it damages its
quality. Organic foods are grown on superior soils that have not been sprayed with
fungicides , pesticides, or herbicides. If the chemicals themselves aren't bad enough for
the soil, it is even more shocking to take note of how the chemicals are sprayed. In
most cases, the farmer drives across the farm in a truck, which causes tremendous
amounts of dangerous fumes and gases that contaminate the field and damage the
soils.
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You may be asking why our soil is important to this issue. If we trace what we
are back to its origin , we find that the plants and vegetables that we eat have survived
by eating the soil. If the soil has been sprayed with chemicals, then how good can this
be tor the plants? Furthermore, the vegetables and plants that our animals consume
are only as good as the soil that the plant is made of. The animals that we eat as
human beings can only be as healthy and vital as the plants that the animals ate. To
summarize, plants eat soil, animals eat plants, and human beings eat animals and
plants. This is referred to as the wheel of life, and is described in detail in Paul Chek's
You Are What You Eat Workbook Audio Series. (Chek, 2003) The key lesson here is

that you are literally what YOU eat. Thus, you should choose your food quality carefully
and go out of your way to eat organic whenever possible. This will ensure that you are
living consistent with the wheel of life, NOT of the "wheel of death."
Secondly, if you are eating any meat that is not organic, or at least "free range"
then you are guaranteed to be eating an animal that has been injected with antibiotics
and growth hormones. Secondly, the animal will have eaten plants that are from soils
that are enzyme and nutrient deficient. Even worse, many of the animals are fed grains,
corn, and other unnatural foods. This causes them to become sick and unhealthy to the
point where they are only kept alive with the use of massive amounts of antibiotics that
they are given . I know this topic is not always pleasant, however, this is how our
commercial animals (anything that is not specifically labeled "free range" or "certified
organic" in the grocery stores) have been treated.
I found it very interesting that the actual food quality and issues regarding this
topic were not mentioned in the South Beach Diet or the Atkins Diet. Needless to say,
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hoW healthy can a diet be without any regard to the growth hormones and antibiotics
that you are indirectly eating when consuming non organic food, as well as the many
other obvious unethical farming principles that are going on behind the scenes?
Shockingly, over 90% of the animal meat sold in the United States was raised under
these inhuman conditions. For more information about this very controversial topic, visit
the Weston A. Price Foundation (www.westonaprice.org), Price-Pottenger Foundation
(www.ppnf.org), or The C.H.E.K. Institute (www.chekinstitute.com) These are
organizations sincerely dedicated to providing un-biased, objective, information and
research to health savvy consumers, particularly with regards to our organic food
supply.

A VDID PROCESSED FDDDS
Unfortunately, most shopping carts today are filled with what Paul Chek calls
non-foods. A non-food is any food that costs more in nutritional value to digest, absorb
and eliminate than it delivers. (Chek, 2004) Most processed foods fall into that
category. Examples of these foods are items such as hot dogs, desserts, or anything
boxed that contain added flavorings or colorings. The two basic questions to ask
yourself before eating any food are: 1.) How many ingredients on the label are either
unfamiliar or unpronounceable? (You'll probably find the vast majority of these multisyllable words look more like the ingredients of super glue or fingernail polish than
actual food .) 2.) Was this food growing or living here 10,000 years ago? If the answer
is no, then our ancestors did not eat it, therefore you should not eat it either. If we put
the meal plans from South Beach and Atkins up against these two basic questions it
becomes clear that many of the foods recommended by these diets fall into the non-
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food category. This is yet another reason I suggest avoiding both of these diets. For
more information about this topic read the book Food Additives, A Shopper's Guide to
What's Safe & What's Not, by Christine Hoza Farlow, D.C., (2001) and the book Fast
Food Nation by Eric Schlosser. (2001)
£AT RAW, DRGANIC DAIRY.

The next consideration when evaluating food quality is dairy products. Most
dairy products today have gone through the process of pasteurization . The decision to
pasteurize dairy was made almost a century ago in 1908. The reasons for the law
revolved around fears of tuberculosis, botulism and myriad other diseases spreading
thought the milk supply at that time. Wh ile this may have been a legitimate concern at
that time, there are actually many negative consequences of consuming pasteurized
dairy products. As a matter of fact, Louis Pasteur, the man who developed
pasteurization , later admitted the theory was NOT sound. Pasteurization involves the
heating of milk at extremely high temperatures. The idea is to kill potentially harmful
bacteria. The problem is that the heat kills important enzymes as well as damages and
destroys all vitamins and amino acids.
All milk today (unless it is raw) has also gone through another process called
homogenization , which is another procedure of filtering out vital nutrients, particularly
·the important fats and proteins. Thus, by the time the dairy products reach your
shopping cart they are virtually naked products. My suggestion is to find a quality farm
that produces raw organic dairy products. Many people are afraid of salmonella
poisoning. However, the fact is that you would have a better chance of winning the
lottery than you would of being plagued with salmonella. It is virtually impossible to get
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this disease from raw dairy because organic dairy products do not contain the harmful
bacteria's that can lead to that problem. In fact, all outbreaks of salmonella from
contaminated milk in recent decades occurred in pasteurized milk, not raw milk. For
more information on this very contentious topic, read Milk, the Deadly Poison by Robert
Cohen. This book will convince even the most skeptical reader that raw dairy is far
superior to processed, pasteurized, and homogenized dairy. Although raw dairy is illegal
to sell in many states (including Florida) there are several co-ops that will offer raw milk,
raw cream, and other high quality items. For more information, contact your local co-op
group by visiting www.westonaprice.org.
FDDD INTOLERANCES

Another concern with dairy is food intolerances (allergies). Research indicates
that 50-60% of white skin people are allergic to gluten, which is a protein found in most
grain products. Research also shows that most people that have gluten intolerance
also have a dairy intolerance. This is a rather large number to ignore. However, South

!
I

I

Beach and Atkins make no mention of food intolerance testing or any recommendation
to ensure you are not poisoning your body with food you cannot digest. While reading
the Metabolic Typing Diet, food intolerance is indeed discussed and the author
recommends referring to the book Your Hidden Food Allergies Are Making You Fat, by
Rudy Rivera and Roger Deutsch. This book declares "No drug, no medical therapy,
and no diet alone can improve your health or help you lose weight if you continue to
bombard your body with your own personal poison." Current research shows that 30 to
90 percent of the population of the United States is intolerant of one or more foods.
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(Rivera, 1998) This number is believed to be rising in proportion to the vast amounts of
processed foods and other lifestyle factors that continue to worsen.
The symptoms of food intolerance vary widely. While your symptoms may be as
minor as having a runny nose, your neighbor may have crippling arthritis, and your
relative may be chronically overweight. A relatively new technology can identify the
exact foods that may be causing a person to be sick and/or overweight. The technology
is a simple blood test that detects which foods you cannot tolerate. Food intolerance
testing and treatment is a simple, painless, nonsurgical, nonpharmaceutical approach to
improving health. Personally, I have tested many of my clients for food intolerances and
have often found them to be intolerant to almost everything they were eating. For more
information about blood testing for food intolerance, visit www.alcat.com or read the
book Your Hidden Food Allergies Are Making You Fat, by Rudy Rivera and Roger
Deutsch.
£AT SEAFDDD IN MDDERATIDN

Today, most of our oceans are toxic. Billions of pounds of sewage and industrial
wastes are dumped into the oceans by industrialized nations every day. This
irresponsible behavior severely poisons the fish . Much more information about the
tremendously high amounts of toxic waste in our oceans is available at
www.theecologist.org. I suggest rotating sources of fish to avoid over-exposing yourself
to any given pesticide, antibiotic or drug residues that may have tainted your food , not to
mention heavy metal contamination . Also, be aware that swordfish, shark, tuna and
other deep-water fish (particularly the bigger ones) usually accumulate more mercury
than smaller fish . Also, care should be taken to completely avoid farm-raised fish .
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These fish are fed grains and soy and are given a wide range of antibiotics and other
drugs. There is many other health concerns associated with farm raised fish , thus I
suggest going out of your way to avoid them all togethe r. For more information on this
topic, visit www.mercola.com.
£AT ENDUGH FAT FDR YDUR METABDLIC TYPE

Fats and oils are essential to optimal health. They are key building blocks for the
body for a number of reasons including proper hormone balancing and optimal satiety
levels. Once you know your metabolic type , you will be given a percentage of fat that
will be recommended to eat with each meal. By following this suggestion, you will
eliminate many potential food problems. For example, many of my clients who report
being hungry all the time or just cannot get enough food are usually suffering from a fat
deficiency. One of the reasons for this is that fats are very dense nutrients. This is why
one gram of fat is equal to 9 calories, which is more than double the calories for protein
and carbohydrates. Some good fats to use in accordance with your metabolic type are
nuts, seeds, raw butter, coconut oil , olive oil, and avocados, preferably organic of
course. An excellent book on fats is called Eat Fat, Lose Fat by Dr. Mary Enig & Sally
Fallon.
D R INK ENDUGH WATER

Your body is made up of approximately 75% water. Wate r plays many key roles
in our bodies. One of the main functions is to maintain a stable environment inside and
around our cells , allowing us to acquire sufficient nutrition and aiding elimination of
waste in cells. There are many different suggestions of water intake. However, I have
found the guidelines outlined by F. Batmanghelidj, M.D., author of Your Bodies Many
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Cries tor Water (1992), to be the most reliable and accurate. The suggestion is to drink

half your body weight in ounces of water each day. Research has also shown
numerous benefits of adding a pinch of organic sea salt to each container of water.
have found both personally, and through communication with my clients that doing this
simple task not only gives the water a nice feel but also aids in digestion and
assimilation. Most people find that adding a pinch of sea salt to their water also reduces
the frequency of urination. When choosing water quality, I recommend top brands such
as Evian, Vittel , Fiji, Voss, and Trinity, or you can purchase various home filtration
systems such as reverse osmosis.

A VDID MtCRDWA VE DVENS
The book The Body Electric by Robert 0 . Becker, M.D. reveals the potential
dangers of microwave ovens, including standing near them. Once activated, they emit
electromagnetic pollution of a greater magnitude than most electrical appliances. David
Getoff, a well-respected nutritionist and naturopathic physician describes some of the
harmful effects of the microwave including:
•

The microwaves produced by microwave ovens damage the cell wall of foods to
such as degree that the gut receptors are not likely to recognize microwaved
food particles as food , resulting in an immune response.

•

Microwave ovens heat foods from the inside out by the use of alternating current
to produce electromagnetic radiation . Atoms, molecules or cells of organic
systems are not able to withstand such as violent destructive power for any
extended period of time.
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,

Microwave technology is used in the field of gene altering technology to weaken
cell membranes. (Getoff, 2004)
For these reasons, I suggest avoiding microwave ovens whenever possible.

I
I
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CHAPTER

8: CONCLUSION &

RECOMMENDATIONS

To summarize, here are the most important steps you can take TODAY to start
realizing your true potential. These steps will help catapult you into your journey of
attaining optimal weight, increased energy, improved self-confidence, elimination of
sugar cravings, and living a happier, healthier life.
•

Fully 95% of your success with any diet is emotional. Thus, I suggest purchasing
the book Focal Point by Brian Tracy, or if you are more of an auditory learner,
then I suggest the audio program entitled Goals by Brian Tracy. These self-help
programs will serve as a vital starting point in your journey, and will help you
determine what you ultimately want to achieve from your new program.

•

Buy the book The Metabolic Typing Diet and take the questionnaire in the book.
For a more comprehensive report on your MT, contact any Certified Metabolic
Typing Advisor by searching the database available online at
www.healthexcel.com . This will be the first and probably most important step in
learning about your body's unique dietary needs.

•

Eat organic food as much as possible. Many people claim that it is too hard to
eat organic due to inconvenience or higher prices, neither of which is actually
true. I've had several clients tell me that they've found organic foods in local coops that are actually cheaper than commercial foods found in supermarkets. So
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don't let excuses get in your way of making a difference. Take control of your
life; learn more about the amazing benefits of going organic, and then just do it!
•

Avoid white sugar, white flour, and microwave ovens.

•

Avoid eating too much fish due to high levels of mercury contamination. Go out
of your way to find "wild" fish from clean sources.

•

Drink half your body weight in ounces of water each day from a clean source.

•

If you still have health problems after eating right for your metabolic type, then
consider getting a food intolerance test. I suggest using with ALCAT test, which
is a laboratory located in South Florida, or BioHealth Diagnostics in San Diego,
CA.

•

Avoid all processed, pasteurized dairy products. For the many reasons
mentioned in the previous chapter, go out of your way to consume raw, organic
dairy products.
After having a good understanding of what constitutes a truly healthy diet, it

becomes very clear which diets to avoid. It has become my strong belief that based
upon the research and information we've reviewed that neither the Atkins Diet nor the
South Beach Diet are wise choices. It is my hope that our society can someday evolve
out of the traditional thinking that "one diet fits all." Metabolic Typing is the embodiment
of customized nutrition for the future . As outlined in this paper as well as in many
previously written books and articles, this fail proof system has been thoroughly
researched and used with thousands and thousands of people with unmatched clinical
results for over 70 years! The results that people achieve when following the program
are simply extraordinary.
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Because we are all as unique as our fingerprints, our bodies require
different nutrients and different dietary programs. This is why knowing your
metabolic type is essential and will help you customize a nutrition program that is right
for your needs, not somebody else's belief of what is right for you. To begin your
journey to optimal health and your desired weight simply follow the steps outlined in this
chapter. I hope that the information presented has been useful in helping you make the
best decision for YOUR future.
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APPENDIX A

~I

Physical Traits
BODY

STRUCTURE

Build ( at ideal weight )

r

Tend toward a lean, wiry, thin, rangy or gangly
build

r
r

Average build

Body Shape At Ideal Weight
By "Ideal Weight" is meant the weight at which you
look and fee l your best

r

Tend toward a stockier, wider or thicker-type
build

Not fat but full-figured; strong, sturdy; carry
more mass above than below waist

Cellulite
I tend to accumulate cellulite on . . .

Lean, slender, fine-boned, graceful, good
balance of mass above and below waist

r
r
r

Lower hips I buttocks

r

Front thighs

r

Outer thighs (saddlebags)

r

Knees

r

Upper arms
Upper hips

Upper back

Cellulite, Main Area
Main area cellulite accumulates . . .
1

Female Only

r

Knees and/or chest I breasts

r

Stomach and/or back

r

Buttocks and/or outer thighs (in "saddlebags")

r

Upper thighs

r

All over ( not accumulated in specific areas)

Fat Distribution, From Back
From a back view, most of my excess weight (fat)
is ...

r ...Around the waist (in "love handles")

r

... Especially across the upper back (but also
may have thickening all over body)

r

r

Slim with curvy hips and rear; upper body
notably smaller than lower body; lower body
appears stronger than upper body

r

Appear childlike, underdeveloped, or more
girlish appearance, appear in the body more like a
young girl than a woman
Body Shape With Extra Weight
Select the answe r which BEST describes how your
body accumulates weight (gains fat) , when it
changes from your ideal weight to excess weight

r

Stocky, square, heavy limbed, a general
thickening all over, full-figured , no pronounced
curve at waist or hips, weight on upper back,
prominent stomach, carry more weight on front
than on back, may show extra weight on hands,
feet, face; rear gains less weight than stomach
area

r

Body well-shaped/proportioned but noticeably
heavier, fuller in the middle (waist, hips, thighs),
than in the extremities. Neck, arms, calves, ankles
gain much less mass than middle and may appear
thin. Fairly even proportion between upper and
lower body with well-defined waist.

r

Upper body (above waist) appears noticeably
smaller (even 1-1 .5 sizes smaller) than lower body
(below waist); carry most extra weight in rear and
outer thighs ("saddlebags"); less weight in stomach
than in rear end
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r

r ... Below the waist and/or in the rear
r ... Fat accumulates all over (not in specific

areas)
Fat Distribution, From Front and Side Views
From the front and side views, most of my excess
weight (fat) is ...

r

Childlike shape , underdeveloped look with fat
(often like "baby fat") accumulating all over, not in
special areas. Pudgy. Undefined outline with little
curve at waist. Notable weight accumulation in
knees, hands and feet.
Breasts ( without implants )

Across (protruding) stomach in a pouch, "beerbelly" or "pot-belly", and also across chest

r
r

r

r

r

Across the stomach in a roll(s), (in a "spare-

tire")

r
r

Have average size breasts
Have small breasts

Buttocks With Extra Weight
On outer thighs and in rear

Evenly distributed all over, including around
knees, not more above or below waist
Fat Distribution, Hands and Feet

r
r

Have large breasts

Tend to put fat on hands/feet

r

Tend to have a large rear; in profile, it
protrudes prominently

r
r

Average rear in proportion to body
Tend toward a small, flat or "tucked-under"

rear

Never get fat on hands/feet

Rib Cage

r

Tend toward smaller, narrower, or thinner-type
rib cage I chest

r
r

Male Only

Average-sized rib cage I chest

Tend toward large, round, or deep rib cage,
"barrel-chested"

Body Shape At Ideal Weight
By "Ideal Weight" is meant the weight at which you
look and feel your best

Weight

r

r
r
r

Currently am overweight
Currently am at a good weight for me
Currently am underweight

Not fat but strongly built, like a football player;
large chest, thick, strong arms and legs

r
r

Appear boyish, slender, like at age 14-15

Lean, slender, fine-boned, rangy, like a
basketball player, long arms and legs
Body Shape With Extra Weight
Select the answer which BEST describes how your
body accumulates weight (gains fat), when it
changes from your ideal weight to excess weight

r

Stocky, square, heavy-limbed, a general
thickening all over; protruding stomach ("potbelly"),
more weight on upper body, but face, hands, feet
all show weight gain ; arms and legs also show gain

r

Upper and lower body appear wellproportioned, but noticeably heavier, fuller in the
middle (waist, hips, thighs), than in the extremities
in a "spare tire". Neck, arms, calves, ankles remain
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r-

leaner looking than your middle

r

Childl ike or boyish s hape, underdeveloped
look with fat (often like "baby fat") accumulating all
over, not in special areas; pudgy with undefined
shape

lr
1

EYES

Appearance I Look

r
r
r
I

I

Wide-awake look and/or eyes protrude
A vcragc look to the eyes
Dreamy look and/or eyes appear deep-set

Puffiness Ar ound Eyes

,r
'r
I, r

I

1

Go long time without blinking or often stare
Average blinking activity
Often blink

Itching Eyes ( not from allergy or candida )

r
r

lr

Often get

Occasionally have
Rarely or never have

Pupil Size ( in normal-lighted room )
Pupil = black, center portion of eye. Iris= colored
portion, encircling pupil (refer to your Special Tests
I nstructions for help)

Blinking

r
r
r

Tend to have

~ r

r
lr

Takes up more than V2 the width of the
Takes up V2 the width of the iris

Takes up less than V2 total width of iris

I

Occasionally get

:

Rarel y get

I

@

iris~

8

I

I
1

I

M oisture

r
r
r

Eyes tend to be dry
Eyes not particularly dry or moist, don't notice
Eyes notably moist or tearing

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I
HEAD

'I
Eyebrows

r
r
r

Thick, heavy or bushy
Average eyebrow growth
Thin, light or scanty

Head Shape ( bone structure at ideal weight )

r

Head tends toward the elongated, with a
slender, thin or narrow face

r
r

Average-shaped head, face

face

Tend toward angelic, delicate or finelychiseled features

Head Size

r

Average features, not notably coarse or
delicate

r

I
I

Have more of a squarish or rounded head and

Facial Features

r

I
I

Head appears slightly large in proportion to
body

I
I
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...-

r
r

r

Tend toward more coarse, large or heavy
features

r

Head appears slightly small in proportion to
body

Have child-like facial appearance

~,

M OUT H

Gum Bleeding ( from brushing teeth )

r
r
r

Saliva Quality

rr
lr
r

Often occurs
Sometimes occurs
Rarely occurs , if ever

1n
r

Thick, sticky, stringy, or ropey
Neither thick nor thin

I

Thin, runny, or watery

Swallowing

Gum Color

,r

Average-sized skull in proportion to body

r

Bright red or pink color

Often hard to swallow, throat seems to tighten

up

Medium pink color

r
·r

Light or pale pink color

Sometimes hard to swallow
Rarely or never hard to swallow

Saliva Amount

r
r

lr

Teeth Sensitivity (to hot, cold or acids )

Excessive amount and/or drooling

r
r
r

Normal amount
Notable dry mouth tendency

) Cold Sores I Fever

Ir

Blister~

-

lr

- -- -

-

I

Insect Bite Reaction

r
.r
:r

Often occur
Sometimes occur

I

Rarely occur, if ever

I

Strong reaction, goes away slowly
Average reaction
Mild reaction , goes away quickly

I

, Itching Skin ( anywhere )

1r

Tend to have

r
r

Sometimes have
Rarely or never have

I~

Flushed, pink, red
Average

r

Light, pale
-

-

-

--

-

Often have
Occasionally have
Rarely have

Moisture of Skin

Ear Coloring ( compared to face and neck )

r
r
r

'

Teeth rarely or never sensitive

S KIN

Dandruff

I~

Teeth occasionally sensitive

I

1-

r
r

'

Teeth often sensitive

-

I

Tends to be dry
Not particularly dry or moist

II

Tends to be moist
-
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Rashes, Hives

Facial Coloring

r
r
r

r
r
r

Flushed, pink, ruddy
Average (for skin tone)
Pale

Average

r

More of a dull, pasty look

r
r
r

Bright, clear

r

Tend to be thin , weak, bend easily

'r
,r

Average thickness
Tend to be thick, strong

1r
lr

I

I

Tends to be oily
Neither dry nor oily
Tends to be dry

Skin tends to be thick, tough
Average skin quality
Skin tends to be thin, weak, delicate

•
I

Gooseflesh or Goosebumps

r
I

Rarely get, if ever

Toughness

Fingernails

r
'r
r

Occasionally get

Scalp Moisture

Facial Complexion

r
r

Tend to get

I

Easily or often form
Occasionally form
I

I
I

Rarely form, if ever

I

:1-

DIGESTION

Belching I Burping After Meals
1

I

r

Rarely or never need to burp

r

Occasionally have burping

r

Often have burping

Digestion, Efficiency

r

r
r
r
r

Find meat hard to digest

,r
1r
lr
I

Often get
Sometimes get
Rarely or never get

Stomach Pains (heartburn , sour stomach,
indigestion , nausea )

r

Find fats/oils hard to digest

Tend to get stomach pains that are RELIEVED
BY eating

Have average digestion

r

Have to be careful of what I eat

Have really good digestion, easily digest most
foods

Digestion , Speed

r

Intestinal Gas 2 Hours After Eating

Rapid: stomach empties (clears food) quickly

1r

Don't normally get stomach pains
Often get stomach pains FROM eating

Thirst Feelings

lr

r

r

Often feel thirsty
Occasionally feel thirsty, have average thirst
Rarely feel th irsty

•:
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r

Average

~ r

Slow: stomach empties slowly

I-

ELIMI NA TION
-

Bowel Movements - Color

r
r
r

Mucous in Stool

Typically dark brown or green

r
,r
:r
I

Usually seem to be average brown color
Often light in color

I

Bowel Movements - Frequency of Natural
Movement

r
r
r
r
,r
I
I

Usually have 1-2 S.M.'s each day
Usually have 2 or more S.M .'s each day

r
r
r
r

Tend to have soft, mushy or watery stools

r

lr

r

Usually large in diameter
Usually average in diameter

Don't have this problem

Can hold easily and for a long period
Can't hold well, hard to
Have trouble stopping flow without dribbling

More than 5x per day
Usually 4x per day
3x or less per day

I

Usually small or narrow in diameter

Diarrhea ( when not ill )

I' r~

Occasionally have this problem

Urine - Frequency ( daytime )

Bowel Movements - Size

r
r
r

Often have this problem

Don't have trouble stopping flow without
dribbling

Tend to have hard or dry stools

Usually average firmness and moisture
content

lr

Rarely, if ever, have mucous in stool

Urine - Control
Usually have 1 S.M. every 2-3 days or longer

I Bowel Movements - Firmness

r

Sometimes have mucous in stool

Usually have 1 S.M. every other day

Often need enemas or laxatives in order to
evacuate bowel

r

Often have mucous in stool

Incontinence ( bowel or bladder )

r
r
r

I

Tend to get diarrhea
Occasionally have diarrhea

I
I

Rarely, if ever, have diarrhea

!
I

I

IGag Reflex

I

I

R E F L E X E S

I Strong Light
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r
r
r

r

Tend to gag easily

Strong, bright light really bothers me. Need to
wear sunglasses

Average gag reflex

r
r

Weak gag reflex

NeuroMuscular Reflexes

r
~r

r

Average reaction
Has no effect, doesn't bothe r at all

Sudden Loud Noise

Tend to have fast reflexes

r

Average reflexes

r
r

Tend to have slow reflexes

Can really make me jump
Little or no reaction
Average reaction

Pain Sensitivity

I

r

Very sensitive to pain, don't tolerate well

I

r

Average pain sensitivity

II r

Somewhat insensitive to pain, can handle a lot

I

RESPIRATION

I Asthma

r

Never have

r

Occasionally have, or have a mild problem

r

Often have

Hoarseness

r

r
r

Tend to get hoarse often
Occasionally hoarse
Rarely, if ever, hoarse

Breathing Rhythm

Nasal Membranes ( when not ill or allergic )

r
r

r
r
r

r

Tends to be irregular
Sometimes irregular
Almost always regular

Chest Pressure ( inhibits breathing )

r
r
r

Often have
Occasionally have
Rarely or never have

Tend to be moist or runny
Neither dry nor moist or runny
Often feel too dry

Respiration Rate

r
1r

r

More than 20 breaths per minute
Between 13 and 20 breaths per minute
Less than 13 breaths per minute

Coughing ( not from allergy or illness )

Sighing or Yawning (during day, not at night)

r
r

Hardly ever

r
r
r

Often cough right after eating

Sneezing ( not from allergy or illness )

r
r

Often or daily
Occasionally

Gasping ( air hunger )

r

Usually sigh or yawn every day
Occasionally sigh or yawn
Rarely sigh or yawn

Sneeze almost every day
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r
r

r

Often have a "sudden gasp for breath" or need
to take a big breath or feel like I don't get enough
oxygen

r

r
r
r

r

Never or almost never have a "sudden gasp
for breath" or need to take a big breath or feel like I
don't get enough oxygen

Tend to have problems with wheezing
Occasio.nally wheeze
Rarely or never wheeze

I
I

Hay Fever
Have during hay fever season
Only occasionally have during season

I'

Never have during hay fever season

MISCELLANEOUS

I

-

Rarely sneeze

Wheezing ( not from allergy or illness )

Occasionally have a "sudden gasp for breath"
or need to take a big breath or feel like I don't get
enough oxygen

r
r
r

Occasionally sneeze

Climate

Physical Endurance

r
r
r

r
r
r

Love/do better in warm or hot weather
Do equally well in warm or cool weather
Love/do better in cool or cold weather

Can work steadily for many hours at a time
Average endurance
Tend to do better working in spurts

Fever ( when ill )

Stiffness Upon Arising

r
r
r

r
r
r

-

Tends to be higher
Average fever
Tends to be lower
-

-

-

-

-

-

-- - - -

-

·-

Muscles often feel stiff upon arising
Occasionally feel stiff upon arising
Rarely feel stiff upon arising

-

Diet-Related Traits
•

It is very important that you answer this section as honestly and accurately as you can.

•

Your answers must reflect your true dietary habits, preferences and reactions.

•

If you don't know or are uncertain of your reactions to certain foods, experiment and test yourself
before answering.

•

Do not be in a rush to complete the questionnaire. Take your time and consider your responses
carefully.
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Appetite At Breakfast

r
r
r

Strong
Average
Weak

Eating Before Bed

r
r
,r

Is okay unless I overeat
Usually don't sleep well if I do

Appetite At Lunch

Eating Habits

r

r
r
r

Strong

lr

Average

lr

Weak

r
r

Average

r

Weak

r
r
r

Strong

Average eating requirements
Unconcerned with food, may forget to eat

Makes me irritable, jittery, weak, or depressed
Feel normal hunger without other ill effects
Doesn't bother me

Heavy Fat Meal

Desserts

r
lr
r

Need to eat often to be at my best

4 Hours Without Eating

Appetite At Dinner

I

Helps me sleep

r
r
r

Love them
Can take them or leave them
Don't care for them

INcreases energy and well-being
DEcreases energy and well-being
No noticeable difference in energy

I

Hunger Feelings

Potatoes

r
r
r

r

Often feel hungry ( "live to eat" )
May feel hungry at mealtimes
Often don't feel hungry ( "eat to live" )

Juice or Water Fasting

r
r
r

Makes me feel awful
Do well fasting
React okay, can fast if necessary

I

~

r

'r
I

Like them, could eat them daily
Don't care for them
Can take them or leave them

Red Meat ( steak, roast beef )

r
'r
r

DEcreases energy and well-being
INcreases energy and well-being
No noticeable difference in energy

Meal Portions

Salty Foods

r
r
r

r
r
r

Prefer large portions
Like average portions
Prefer small portions

Love salty foods
Average desire for salt
Food often tastes too salty

Orange Juice Alone ( with no other foods )

Skipping Meals

r

r

Energizes and satisfies me

Must eat regularly ( and/or often )

i
I

I
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:r
r

r

Produces no ill effects
Can make me light-headed , hungry, jittery

lr

Snacking Need

r
r
r

I
I

Rarely want or need snacks

Do best if I eat 3 meals a day

Often need to eat between meals
Occasionally need a snack

Can skip a meal with little o r no ill effects

What foods do you currently crave ?
Not necessarily right this minute.. ..but what
foods
do you tend to crave on a daily basis in general
?
(Check all selections that apply to you)

I

If I'm Low On Energy

II

r
r
r

r
r
r
r

Sweets restore/meat worsens energy
Sweets worsen/meat restores energy
Almost any food restores energy

Red Meat
Poultry
Fish
Other Seafood

r
r
r
r

I

~ r

lr

Milk
Cheese
Yogurt

Improves energy and well-being
Worsens energy and well-being
Makes no difference in energy

Improves energy and well-being
Worsens energy and well-being
Makes no difference in energy

Meat For Dinner

I
I

r
r
r
r

Grains
Breads
Cereals
Grain Products

r
r
r
r

Fruits
Sweets
Candies
Desserts

'
'

'
I

r
r
r
r

Salty Foods
Fatty Foods
Sour Foods
Spicy Foods

Improves energy and well-being
Worsens energy and well-being
Makes no difference in energy

Psychological Traits

II

•

Try to answer this section as honestly and accurately as you can .

•

If you don't know or are uncertain of the correct answer to a question, leave it blank. Do not
guess or make a selection "by default."

•

It can be very helpful to ask a close friend or family member to review your answers in this
section. Sometimes we do not see ourselves as others do. Hearing how others perceive us can
be very helpful. But remember, no one knows you as well as you do, so what you feel and believe

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I

I

Meat For Lunch

r
r
r

i

I

I

r
r
r

I

Eggs

Meat For Breakfast
~ r

I

-

--- -

·-

--

---

I

I

I
I
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I

is the most important factor in making your selections.

I

•

Do not be in a rush. Take your time. Consider your responses carefully.

I Being in Charge

r

r
,r

Punctual

r
r
r

Prefer to be, like it
Sometimes like to be
Prefer not to be, don't like it

I

r

Rather give in than argue a point
Sometimes feel like standing my ground

l r

r

Rather argue than give in, can enjoy a debate

j Exercise

r
r
r

r
r

Makes me feel good, love it
Sometimes like exercise
Dislike it, prefer to be sedentary

Sometimes punctual
Find it hard to be punctual , try as I may

Underachiever (Type 8 Personality )
Average achiever
Overachiever ( Type A Personality )

Not ambitious, quite unmotivated
Have average ambition
Quite ambitious, extremely motivated

Motivation/Drive

r

Are upsetting to me

Have high drive & motivation

l r

Sometimes bother me
Don't bother me

I

Average drive & motivation

i r
I

Have low drive & motivation

Organization

Productive

r
r
r

r

Very organized

Hard to focus and be productive - mind too
spacey

Average organizational ability

r

Tend to be disorganized

Pace of Living I Working

r
r
r

Fast-paced, fast worker ( "the hare " )
Average pace
Slow, steady pace ( " the tortoise " )

Perfection

r
r

Perfectionist, sometimes to a fault
Somewhere between the two

~

Ambition

r
r
r

Loose Ends
l r

I

Achievement

Disagreement

r
r
I r

Almost always punctual

I

Hard to focus and be productive - mind too
hyper, scattered

r
r

Have average productivity
Very productive, get things done

Routines

r
'r
r

Don't like routines
Sometimes follow routines
Prefer routines

Social Behavior

r

Sociable "people-person ", love company

'
'
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r
I

Getting it done is good enough tor me

I Procrastination

1r
lr
lr

Rarely procrastinate
Sometimes procrastinate
Otten procrastinate

lr
1r

ir

r
r

Slow to anger, fairly even-tempered
Get angry if really pushed
Quick to anger, explode, but it passes quickly

I Expression of Emotions

r
r

r

Hard to express emotions
Average emotional expression
Easy to express emotions

I

Somewhere between the two

I

!

Task Completion ( mental and physical )

r
r
.r

I
Anger

Loner, self-conscious, socially inhibited

Complete tasks slowly, with effort
Complete tasks at an average pace

I

I

I

I

Complete tasks quickly, easily

Activity Level

I~
r

Very active, hard to slow down
Have average activity levels
More sedentary, easy to be inactive

Drowsiness

r
r
r

Rarely get drowsy
Sometimes get drowsy
I

Often get drowsy

'
I

Temperament

r
r
r

Depressed, lethargic, apathetic
Calm, collected
Excitable, fiery, hyper, irritable

Tendencies

r
r
r

Laid-back, easy-going, go with the flow
Average, even emotions
Angry, nervous , high-strung, anxious

Attentive to Details

r
r
r

Extremely
Pay average attention to details
Not very, just enough to get by

Concentration

r

Hard to concentrate, can't hold focus very long
-too spacey

r

Hard to concentrate, can't hold focus very long
- too hyper, scattered

r

lr

Average ability to concentrate
No problem concentrating

Expression of Thought

Cautiousness

r

r

r
r

Hard to put thoughts into words
Average ability to communicate thoughts
Easy to put thoughts into words

Orientation

r
r

Careful, conservative, reserved
Average caution
Adventuresome, daring

Challenges

I
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fr
lr
lr
I

r
r
r

Intellectual , rational, logical, left-brained
Emotional, feeling , intuitive, right-brained
Good balance between both

r
r
r

r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r

I

Prefer stability, routine

Competitive

Tend to get my own way
Tend to give in , I'm an accommodator
I'm somewhere between the two

I

Live in the future , not nostalgic
Live in the present, in the here & now
Live in the past, tend to be nostalgic

Eating, food, and/or socializing
Nothing in particular . . . or most everything
Being by myself and/or exe rcising

Love competition , it energizes me
Sometimes feel competitive
Dislike competition, avoid it

Feelings

lr
,r
lr

"I Love"

1

Sometimes like challenges

Accommodation

Attention Time Frame
~

Bored without them, thrive on them

I'm easily hurt by harsh words
Harsh words sometimes hurt me
Harsh words don't bother me much, if at all

Personality

r
·r
r

Warm, accessible, sociable, outgoing
Neither outgoing nor withdrawn
Aloof, shy, keep more to myself

Impatient

Reaction Time

r
r
r

r
r
r

Tend to be impatient
Have average patience
Tend to be patient

Slow physical I mental I emotional reactions
Average reaction times
Fast physical I mental I emotional reactions

Making Friends

Stress

r
r
r

r
r
r

Easily make friends
Sometimes make friends easily
Hard for me to make friends

I

Try to avoid it, makes me depressed
Average reaction to stress
Stimulates me, react angrily or aggressively

I

Eating Guidelines for Diet Plan 2-A- Parasympathetic Bold= Ideal (eat ideal foods at every meal)
Recommended by Healthexcel
Black= Neutral (ok, but emphasize "Ideal" foods)
Italics= Caution (eat rarely or only for variety)
Striketluaugtt =Avoid (don't eat these foods)

Poultry

Meats
Beef
Buffalo
Elk
Heart (beef)
Kidney (beef)
Lamb
Liver (beef)
Pork (bacon)
Pork (ham. chops)
Venison
Rabbit

Chicken (dark meat)
Cornish Hen
Duck
Goose
Pheasant
Quail
Turkey (dark meat)
Chicken (white meat)
Turkey (white meat)

... .
Blue Cheese
Buttermilk
Camembert
Cheddar
Colby
Cottage Cheese
Cream (half and half)
Cream Cheese
Edam
Eggs, Chicken (whites)
Eggs, Chicken (yolks)
Eggs, Duck (whole)
Feta
Goat Cheese
Goats Milk
Gouda
Gruyere
Milk (whole)
Monterey Jack

Seafood
Abalone
Anchovy
Catfish
Caviar
Clams
Crab
Crayfish
Herring
Lobster
Mackerel
Mussels
Octopus

.....

"'·
Mozzarella
Muenster
Parmesan
Provolone
Romano
Roquefort
Sour Cream
Swiss
Whey
Yogurt
Brie
Cottage Cheese (lite)
Milk(2%)
Milk(skim)
Neufchatel
Ricotta
~
~

Grouper
Halibut
Mahi-mahl
Perch
Rockfish
Roughy
Snapper
Swordfish
Trout
Whitefish

Amaranth
Oat
Spelt
Kamut
Triticale
Barley
Buckwheat
Quinoa
Rye
Wheat
Wild Rice
Millel
Ri5a (lla&matil
Rise (bre;"AI
Rise !plaoA. w~itet

Collard Greens
Dandelion Greens
Kale
Lettuce (romaine)
Mustard Greens
Radicchio
Spinach
Sprouts (alfalfa)
Sprouts (bean)
Turnip Greens
Arugula
Beet Greens
Cilantro
Endive
Lettuce (bibb)
Lettuce (iceberg)
Lettuce (loose-leaf)
Swiss Chard
Watercress

,.,

.,..

Brazil Nuts
Peanuts
Pumpkin Seeds
Sesame Seeds
Sunflower Seeds
Walnuts
Almonds
Cashews
Chestnuts
Filberts
Hickory Nuts
Macadamia Nuts
Pecans
Pine Nuts
Pistachios
Poppy Seeds

Legumes

Oysters
Pompano
Salmon
Sardine
Scallop
Shark
Shrimp
Squid
Tuna
Bass (freshwater)
Bass (sea)
Cod

,.,

Aduki Beans
Black Beans
Garbanzo Beans
Great Northern Beans
Green Peas
Lentils
Pink Beans
Pinto Beans
Fava Beans
Green Beans
Lima Beans
Mung Beans

Beverages

Navy Beans
Red Beans
White Beans
~~

Sey BeaRs
~

"·
Artichoke
Asparagus
Avocado
Bok Choy
Broccoli
Brussels Sprout
Carrot
Cauliflower
Celery
Garlic
Ginger Root

Almond Milk
Coffee (caffeinated)
Tea (black)
Tea (green)
Tea (herbal)
Vegetable Juices
Water (distilled)
Water (pure, bottled)
Beer
Oat Milk
Rice Milk
Wine (red)

tab

Shallot
Squash (winter)
Sweet Potato (yam)
Turnip
Bamboo Shoots
Beet
Cabbage
Corn
Cucumber
Oaikon
Eggplant
Fennel
Leek
Mushroom (all varieties) Jerusalem Artichoke
Okra
Jicama
Kohlrabi
Olive (all varieties)
Onion
Parsnip
Potato (all varieties)
Pepper (bell, all colors)
Radish
Pepper (hot, all colors)
Rutabaga
Pumpkin

Squash (summer)
Tomato
Water Chestnuts
Zucchini

Wine(whi/e)

I

C::e"e• rseeall
liru~ luose&
tiq\lef
Soft GroAkatsela&t
s.y..Milk
Wa~er l&arlleAaleOt
ratatar (lapf

.,.,

\

tables-

Agar
Laver
Wakame
Dulse
Irish Moss
Kelp

I

Fruits
Apples
Blueberries
Boysenberries
Cherries
Coconut
Gooseberries
Grapes
Kumquat
Mango
Pears
Plums
Rhubarb
Strawberries
Watermelon
Apricots

Banana
Blackberries
Cantaloupe
Casaba Melon
Cranberries
Currants
Dates
Elderberries
Figs
Guava
Honeydew Melon
Kiwifruit
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These Eating Gurdelrnes may requrre modification as your health status changes
Schedule a follow-up with your practitioner
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